As mass-shootings and active shooter incidents continue to mount, law enforcement agencies as well as the hospitality, entertainment and professional sports industries are adjusting their strategies. While special events have never been immune to an attack or threat launched from a distance or an elevated position, the risks are now higher that an attacker may engage these tactics based upon exposure vulnerabilities.

Hillard Heintze specializes in technical assistance to in-house and private security teams as well as law enforcement agencies on how to observe, locate, identify, communicate and neutralize threats from a distance of 1,000 yards. This guidance addresses the use of specialized technical equipment, assets and operational capabilities not included in standard training for most law enforcement personnel.

EXTENDED PERIMETER SECURITY SERVICES

Secure your sports or entertainment venue from long-range threats via advance planning, counter-sniper assets, advanced training and operational capabilities.

www.hillardheintze.com
**Why Our Clients Value these Services**

- Enhanced ability of law enforcement authorities to protect large-scale, multi-attendee events from attacks originating from distant or elevated positions.

- Ability to undertake location advances using sophisticated technical equipment in concert with a Tactical Survey.

- Improved ability to identify individuals with hostile intentions.

- Crisp communications with Response Teams, Venue Operations Center and on-site security and law enforcement resources to interdict.

- Neutralization with response teams or utilization of highly skilled marksman trained in ballistics, field craft and long-range precision fire.

- Streamlined ability to engage these services through GSA Schedule 84 – Contract Number GS-07F-0345W.

---

**SCOPE OF SERVICES – EXTENDED PERIMETER SECURITY SERVICES**

**Advance Planning and Development of Tactical Survey Reports**

Help law enforcement tactical teams meet their jurisdictional responsibilities with technical assistance, training and instruction on advance planning, including use of site photographs, maps and threat assessment analysis. The latter includes elements such as photographic/grid overlay, building surveys, geographical maps, numerical designation for each building known distance to threat area, tactical 12:00 establishment and facilitation of counter-sniper response.

**Deployment of Counter-Sniper Assets**

Ensure your law enforcement tactical teams are well trained on topics such as determining the required numbers of observation teams to secure and protect sporting and entertainment venues; positioning the teams for maximum long-range threat mitigation; using response teams and coordinating tactical cohesion; and establishing a superior vantage point and optimum observation platform; as well as establishing the most appropriate angles, cover and shooting positions for countering long-range threats.

**Advanced Training and Operational Capabilities**

Conduct advanced training for team members of jurisdictions with responsibilities for protecting and safeguarding sporting and entertainment venues by providing counter-sniper capabilities for long-range threats at distances of 1,000 yards.